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ABSTRACT
Query auto-completion (QAC) is one of the most recogniz-
able and widely used services of modern search engines. Its
goal is to assist a user in the process of query formulation.
Current QAC systems are mainly reactive. They respond
to the present request using past knowledge. Specifically,
they mostly rely on query logs analysis [11, 10, 12] or corpus
terms co-occurrences [8] and rank suggestions according to
their similarity with the partial user query, their past pop-
ularity, or their temporal dynamics features (e.g. trends,
bursts, seasonality in query popularity) [9]. Consequently,
a suggestion to be recommended by the QAC system must
be preceded with a substantial users' interest and ipso facto
must be an old information. However, a growing amount
of people turns to search engines to find novel information,
that is emergent or recently created (not redundant) one.
Conventional QAC systems are thus unable to fulfill the in-
creasingly real-time needs of the users.

In this work-in-progress report, we introduce a new ap-
proach to QAC — the system filtering out potentially novel
information and proactively delivering it to the users. It
aims at providing the users with some novel insight. Thus,
it caters for their open-ended or persistent and increasingly
real-time information needs. The preliminary method pro-
posed in this paper to evaluate this approach forms time spe-
cific suggestions based on a comparison of two corpora con-
tantly being updated with new data from chosen sources.
An unsupervised and language-independent algorithm rely-
ing on relative novelty of terms co-occurrences is used to gen-
erate suggestions. The initial experimental results demon-
strate the effectiveness of the approach in recommending
queries leading to novel information. Therefore, they prove
that such a system can enhance the exploratory power of
a search engine and support the proactive information search.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
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1. INTRODUCTION
The notion of novelty is used in two different ways within
the information retrieval field. It can either refer to new-
ness, originality or to diversity (covering multiple different
meanings or usage variants) [3]. In this paper the novelty
or novel information is defined as the information possessing
the quality of being objectively new or emergent, it means
non-existent before. It must also possess an original element
where its originality stems from having recently come into
existence and being of a kind not seen before, as opposed
to just representing less common or rare interpretations or
meanings1. For instance, if a new hurricane named Sally
was about to affect the eastern coast of the United States

1Thus, novel information should not be identified with long-
tail information as this still can be redundant and does not
always possess the quality of being fresh or recent.
the term Sally would be considered a novel query suggestion for the query term hurricane as opposed to e.g. Sandy which was one of the largest Atlantic hurricanes on record.

Novel information usually presents a potential threat or opportunity and loses its value as time between its publication and acquisition passes. Thus, efficient filtering it out from the multitude of irrelevant or relevant but redundant information has always been of interest, not only in business or political circles but also in everyday life of ordinary people. Nowadays, due to constantly changing world, accelerating pace of life and ever growing amount of new information it gains in importance and in some domains becomes critical. Simultaneously, the amount of information exceeding human perception capabilities force people to rely on machines and specialized software, particularly on search engines, to satisfy their information needs.

Some initial work on incorporation of real-time relevant information from social network sites or news into search results has been recently proposed [1, 2]. However, to the best of our knowledge there was no previous research considering the introduction of novelty into search results and particularly into query suggestions. In this paper we define a new approach for query auto-completion (QAC) – proactive, novel query recommendations that directly addresses this challenge. Specifically, we propose a graph based algorithm that builds upon the statistical analysis of terms co-occurrences within sentences and their relative novelty. Then, we leverage the knowledge originating from the graph structure and novelty scores to rank potential query terminations and deliver those to users in the form of query suggestions that can lead to novel information. In this paper we define new term association or different frequency of usage of the given terms association in the sample corpus in comparison to the normative corpus can indicate novel information.

The proactive, novel query recommendations method is comprised of two phases:

1. Novel information detection.
2. Selection of candidate terms for query termination.

The first phase consists in finding novel terms associations in the corpus of newly acquired documents what is modeled using the two corpora comparison paradigm. The second one subsists in usage of those novel terms associations in order to generate query suggestions. The phases are described in the following subsections.

2.1 Novelty Detection

The identification of novel information requires a point of reference, it is a norm against which we could compare – an approximation of established knowledge. Thus we model this task as two corpora comparison paradigm in which a relatively small corpus of newly acquired documents (sample corpus) is compared with larger corpus representing previous knowledge (normative corpus)\(^2\).

\(^2\)Similarly, most people when asked to evaluate the novelty of a given information firstly analyze the given information

In the search engines case, the normative corpus can be usually simulated using data obtained from their indices, whereas sample corpus can be composed based on data from newly crawled documents or a part of those. For instance, only news, blogs or authoritative Web pages documents can be chosen to constitute a sample corpus. Specific implementation details will however depend on the application. In special case the normative corpus can be initially empty denoting no memory or no previous knowledge. Nevertheless, in general the bigger the normative corpus the better the performance (if the sample size increases then the power of any statistical test applied on it should also increase as the standard deviation should decrease).

Furthermore, the vocabulary and syntactic rules are relatively stable. Moreover, even though theoretically each information can be conveyed in an infinite number of ways, in each language there exist certain standards specifying what is correct and sounds well from the linguistic point of view. Taking both into consideration, it can be assumed that there is a limited number of preferred ways an information can be conveyed in short time intervals. As so, the vocabulary and terms associations (modeled using normative corpus) are relatively stable in short time intervals. Thus any new term, new term association or different frequency of usage of the given terms association in the sample corpus in comparison to the normative corpus can indicate novel information.

Consequently, given the two corpora novel information identification problem is then reduced to the problem of detecting outstanding terms associations present in the sample corpus in comparison to the normative one. This is accomplished by using the odds ratio (OR) – measure of association which additionally estimates the relative strength of such terms associations allowing their ranking according to novelty [6, 7].

Formally, let \(n(t_i, t_j)\) denote the number of sentences in the sample corpus containing both terms \(t_i\) and \(t_j\), whereas \(m(t_i, t_j)\) its equivalent number in the normative corpus. Further, let \(N\) and \(M\) be the total number of sentences in the sample and normative corpus respectively. The relationship between the corpus type (sample or normative) and the incidence of terms pair \((t_i, t_j)\) is presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sentences with target terms pair</th>
<th>Sample corpus</th>
<th>Normative corpus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Other sentences</td>
<td>(N - n(t_i, t_j))</td>
<td>(M - m(t_i, t_j))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>(N)</td>
<td>(M)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The odds of the given terms pair \((t_i, t_j)\) occurring in the sample corpus is then defined as:

\[
\text{odds}_S = \frac{n(t_i, t_j)}{N - n(t_i, t_j)}.
\]

(1)

Analogically, the odds of the terms pair \((t_i, t_j)\) occurring in the normative corpus is defined as:

\[
\text{odds}_N = \frac{m(t_i, t_j)}{M - m(t_i, t_j)}.
\]

(2)

and then compare it to their acquired knowledge (or to the representation of knowledge provided by the experimenter when asked to evaluate it in a hypothetical scenario).

Table 1: Contingency table for the odds ratio test
Finally, the odds ratio (OR) is given by the formula:

\[
OR = \frac{odds_\text{SS}}{odds_\text{SN}} = \frac{n(t_i, t_j)}{N-n(t_i, t_j)} = \frac{m(t_i, t_j)(M-m(t_i, t_j))}{m(t_i, t_j)(N-n(t_i, t_j))} > 1. \tag{3}
\]

If \( OR = 1 \) then the likelihood of using a given terms association in the sample corpus is equal to that of the normative one. When \( OR > 1 \) it means that a given terms association is more likely to occur in the sample corpus than in the normative one which can be a sign of novelty. Novel terms associations are then the ones satisfying the condition:

\[
OR = \frac{odds_\text{SS}}{odds_\text{SN}} = \frac{n(t_i, t_j)}{m(t_i, t_j)(N-n(t_i, t_j))} > 1. \tag{4}
\]

### 2.2 Generation of Query Terminations

To leverage the knowledge originating from the structure of novel terms associations and their novelty scores the graph-based algorithm is proposed to select query terminations. Specifically, the query suggestion terms are chosen based on the novel associations graph \((G_{\text{NA}})\). This structure is obtained from novel terms co-occurrences identified in the previous (novelty detection) phase. It is defined as a pair \((G_{\text{NA}}, w)\) where \(G_{\text{NA}} = (V, E)\) is a graph such that \(V\) denotes the set of all novel terms, \(E \subseteq V \times V\) their associations and \(w : E \rightarrow (1; \infty)\) is a weight function assigning each edge its novelty score (OR value; see Equations (1–4)). Given the first query term and the novel associations graph \(G_{\text{NA}}\), the query terminations are then generated in two steps: preparation and selection.

**Preparation.**

The novel information detection phase does not account for the senses \([13]\) in which the terms co-occur. Hence, higher-level neighbors of the given query term in the novel associations graph \(G_{\text{NA}}\) might not be semantically directly connected with it. For instance consider the following chain of terms: \(\text{ukraine} - \text{kolesnikov} - \text{boris} - \text{storm} - \text{tehran} - \text{obama} - \text{visit}\), extracted from \(G_{\text{NA}}\) constructed on 3rd June 2014 (see Evaluation section for further details). Assuming \(\text{storm}\) being the first query term, it is clearly seen that although its first-level neighbors refer to novel information on meteorological condition (to a tropical storm named Boris and to a dust storm in Tehran respectively) this relation is already lost on the second level. Terms \(\text{tehran} - \text{obama} - \text{visit}\) are more related to US-Iran politics, whereas \(\text{ukraine} - \text{kolesnikov} - \text{boris}\) to a pro-Russian unrest in Ukraine.

Thus firstly in the preparation step, the egocentric network \([4]\) of depth 1 for the first query term (excluding the term itself) is extracted from novel associations graph to assure that the terms are semantically related. Therefore, the further processing is performed on a subgraph of novel associations graph consisting of the first query term’s immediate neighbors (excluding the term itself).

Terms referring to the same topic or used in the same context should be relatively more densely connected with each other comparing to terms touching other subjects or employed in different situations. Hence, Newman’s leading eigenvector method (based on modularity) for community structure detection \([5]\) is then used to group together terms potentially referring to the same topic or subtopic. Next, the identified communities \((C)\) are sorted based to their sizes.

Central terms can allow to produce more query terminations (e.g. taking a term having a number of connections is better than taking a starting node of a long chain). What is more, such terms can help providing richer, more diversified suggestions by exploiting different parts of egocentric network (extracted for a given query term from the novel associations graph). This should allow to cover more semantic aspects. Hence, central terms can be considered good candidates for starting points of query terminations. On the other hand, the most novel terms co-occurrences can be located at any part of the graph. To account for both aforementioned aspects, the nodes’ weighted PageRank values are calculated. Finally, the best nodes according to their weighted PageRank values are identified in each community \((C)\) and all paths of length 3 and 4 starting from those nodes are calculated to then generate query terminations.

**Selection.**

In the selection of query terminations step, \(k\) paths maximizing the average novelty score (weights of edges in the novel associations graph for a given path) are chosen as the query terminations. The paths are selected in the iterative manner, one at a time from each community starting from the biggest community. The process continues till \(k\) terminations are found or there’s no more paths to select terminations from.

Formally, let \(p = (t_1, \ldots, t_l)\) be a path consisting of \(l \in \{3, 4\}\) terms and \(P = \{p_1, \ldots, p_r\}\) the set of all \(r\) paths identified in the given community. We define the total novelty score of a path \(p\) as:

\[
s(p) = \sum_{i=1}^{l-1} w(t_i, t_{i+1}). \tag{5}
\]

While generating query terminations, we maximize the following function:

\[
T = \arg \max_{p \in P} \frac{s(p)}{l}, \tag{6}
\]

in each of the detected communities.

### 3. EVALUATION

The approach to proactive, novel query recommendations presented in this paper has been preliminarily evaluated using a user study and an online survey. This section discusses the details on the experimental framework, experiment designs and obtained results.

Novel information can be easily found in news reports. Moreover, major search engines regularly crawl and index news agencies’ sites. Thus, news domain was chosen for the initial performance comparison of the QAC method proposed in this article with existing industry solutions. Additionally, even though the proposed query recommendations method is language independent the evaluation was performed for English. Its assessment in other languages as well as in other domains is left for future work.

This paper presents the work in progress. At this point it is limited to provide fixed-length suggestions. The evaluation is performed using suggestions of length 3 and 4. As the initial results are very promising this limitation is about to be removed giving more flexible solution.
The approach for QAC presented in this paper is grounded on the comparison of two, normative and sample, corpora. To gather data indispensable to create these corpora a crawler collecting news snippets from 4 major news agencies (CNN, REUTERS, BBC and The New York Times) was built. If the normative corpus was initially empty all terms associations would be treated as novel. Hence, it was initialized with 1 week data obtained from the aforementioned sources, specifically on data published between 27th May and 2nd June, 2014. Then, it was being incrementally expanded using newly crawled data. The sample corpus was being constructed on request using newly crawled data whose age didn’t exceed 90 minutes. This time interval was found to be sufficiently long for news agencies to provide novel information and as so for the QAC system to produce some novel suggestions.

To evaluate the approach a user study was performed and a survey was carried out. In both cases the initial corpora described above (which were evolving with time passing) were used. The potential 100 test queries were being selected dynamically at random from the set of all terms constituting the current sample corpus reduced by all the terms occurring less than 5 times. In both the user study and the survey the participants were asked to choose a test query from a word cloud of these 100 randomly selected terms. Both experiments ended on 3rd June, 2014.

User Study.

In the user study 5 volunteers – experienced search engines users, were asked to judge top 5 recommendations generated by the method to 10 query terms of their choice. The volunteers were provided with a simple assessment interface in which the chosen query term and then in sequence query terminations generated for the given test query were presented. Each assessor was asked to decide whether a given query termination was novel and whether it could potentially support the proactive information search using self-developed 2-item novelty scale. No evaluation criteria were given. Additionally, the notion of novelty was not specifically explained allowing for multiple interpretations. The participants were encouraged to use a search engine of their choice to verify the suggestions before deciding on their quality.

Coverage of the proposed query suggestion method was then computed to assess its success rate. The method was considered successful if it was able to generate at least one novel and meaningful suggestion for a given query term (compare with the definition proposed by Bhatia et al. [8]).

Results indicated that the method was able to generate at least one novel and meaningful suggestion for all the tested queries (coverage = 100%). Nevertheless, the participants in their comments reported its relative deficiency in wording, it is in arranging terms forming query suggestion in the adequate order. This imperfection should not yet lead to prejudge the effectiveness of the method. The algorithm used to generate suggestions use neither natural language processing techniques nor linguistic resources or knowledge bases. Moreover, it operates on the very small dataset (consisting of news reports’ snippets from 4 sources collected over a week). Thus, we believe that after additional fine-tuning this method will prove to be a great technique supporting proactive information search and retrieval. As so it will contribute to a reduction of cognitive load on users.

Survey.

To appraise the method in more real-life settings an online survey was conducted. The survey was available only for US and UK area to reduce the potentially negative effects of differences in English proficiency introduced by non-native English speakers on evaluation results. Search engines are used by very diversified groups of people. Thus no further restrictions (for example on respondents’ age or highest education level achieved) were introduced. Forty participants were recruited via CrowdFlower crowdsourcing platform.

The subjects were presented top 3 recommendations generated by the method proposed in this paper as well as top 3 recommendations obtained from Google and Bing non-official services. They used the same simple assessment interface as the user study participants though they were presented query terminations from different sources. The source of the recommendations was not revealed to the assessors. The presentation order of the recommendations was also randomized to avoid potential ordering effects.

The participants were asked to evaluate the ability of the given suggestions to provide the users with new or emergent information using a self-developed 2-item novelty scale (see Table 2 and Table 3). As in the user study, no further instructions suggesting potential evaluation criteria or providing definitions of vital terms (like e.g. novel information) were given. Similarly, the respondents before drawing a conclusion were encouraged to check the search results generated by their favorite search engine for the given query recommendation.

The scale was found to be valid, with an excellent α score exceeding 90%. The results (see Table 2 and Table 3) indicate that the presented approach is already capable of competing with industry standards.

Table 2: Crowdsourcing evaluation results: Can the suggestion help in finding novel information?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Google [%]</th>
<th>Bing [%]</th>
<th>Our method [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>8.57</td>
<td>27.94</td>
<td>20.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>91.43</td>
<td>72.06</td>
<td>79.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Crowdsourcing evaluation results: Can the suggestion support exploratory or proactive information search (open-ended search)?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Google [%]</th>
<th>Bing [%]</th>
<th>Our method [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>4.29</td>
<td>27.94</td>
<td>10.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>95.71</td>
<td>72.06</td>
<td>89.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 and Table 4 show example results generated by the proposed QAC method and suggestions obtained from Google and Bing non-official services for the query term storm on 3rd June, 2014.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have introduced a new approach for query auto-completion: proactive, novel query recommendations, which aims at reducing the cognitive load on users by providing them with suggestions referring to novel, emergent information. This method should be considered as a complement.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Our method</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Google</th>
<th>Bing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>storm boris mexico forcing communities</td>
<td>tropical storm named Boris formed off Mexico’s Pacific coast causing evacuation of seaside and mountain communities due to flooding and mudslides risk</td>
<td>storm chasers</td>
<td>storm no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>storm tehran deadly yesterday stunning</td>
<td>dust storm hit Tehran (Iran) on 2nd of June 2014 killing at least 5 people and causing stunning transformation in weather conditions</td>
<td>storm prediction center</td>
<td>storm no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>storm salina cruz centered southeast</td>
<td>on 3rd of June 2014 Boris was centered about 125 miles southeast of Salina Cruz</td>
<td>storm bowling</td>
<td>storm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>storm northward toward refinery churning</td>
<td>Boris storm was churning northward toward the largest Pemex (national oil company) refinery</td>
<td>storm</td>
<td>stormriders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>storm boris mountain forcing communities</td>
<td>see explanation for the 1st suggestion</td>
<td>storm</td>
<td>storm of swords</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Ego-centric network extracted from the novel associations graph for the query term “storm” on 3rd June, 2014. Nodes represent terms and edges indicate terms co-occurrences. Nodes are sized according to their weighted PageRank values, and colored according to the communities they belong to. Edges’ widths denote their novelty scores (OR — odds ratio values).

to existent methods leveraging past knowledge (generally acquired by mining query logs) to generate suggestions.

This paper presents the work-in-progress. Simulations examining different methods of novelty detection and query terminations generation, as well as their impact on the performance of the proposed approach are necessary to be able to efficiently implement it in practical settings. All of the aforementioned aspects are currently being researched. However, in this paper we demonstrate that the identification of novel information and its provision to the users in the push manner (in the form of query suggestions) is achievable and can be effective even without using any linguistic resources or knowledge bases.
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